
Here's What You Need to Know About Uber and Lyft's Recent IPO 

Remember the days of taxis?  

Having to call ahead to schedule a ride to the airport for the next day, or impatiently waiting on a 
busy street corner with your arm overhead, staring at each yellow cab as it passed you by?  

Or, perhaps you were on the other end of this exchange: keeping your eyes peeled for patrons 
with their hands extended, or pulling up to unknown addresses in the early morning hours. 

It’s crazy to think that these times weren’t that long ago, and while some still prefer the old 
fashioned way, the simplicity and immediacy that ridesharing has brought to our society makes 
getting a ride any other way seem like too much work. 

It’s hard to remember a time before Uber and Lyft were household names, and now as the two 
companies step into the big leagues as publicly traded companies, we can’t help but wonder 
what will happen next. 

With Uber valued at $75 billion and Lyft at $24 billion, it’s no surprise that investors jumped at 
the chance to get a piece of the pie. However while Wall Street focuses on the potential money 
to be made with these newly public companies, we are focused on a more pressing question in 
the rideshare industry: 

What does this mean for the drivers?  

While it comes as no surprise that driver well-being didn’t make it to the top of the priority list for 
Uber or Lyft, the two companies have released ‘appreciation reward’ compensation plans for 
their drivers to help soften the blow. Both companies present this with ‘you’re welcome’ already 
on their lips, however qualifying for one of these bonuses takes a lot more than just picking up 
rides here and there. 

Uber Driver Compensation Plan 
After ten years in business and over 10 billion trips, Uber claims that going public is just the 
beginning as they further explore rideshare innovation with food and service delivery options. 
Investors may be excited, but what about the drivers who completed those 10 billion trips? 

As of late April, 1.1 million drivers were given a bonus based on the number of rides they’d 
completed. These appreciation rewards were paid out to individuals who fell into one of 6 tiers:  

● Drivers who completed over 2,500 rides received $100 
● Drivers who completed over 5,000 rides received $500 
● Drivers who completed over 10,000 rides received $1000 
● Drivers who completed over 20,000 rides received $10,000 
● Drivers who completed over 30,000 rides received $20,000 

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/initial-public-offering-uber-rewarding-drivers-2019-4-1028143191


● Drivers who completed over 40,000 rides received $40,000 

Recipients were then given the option to take the cash and walk away or invest it back into Uber 
with stocks available at initial purchase offering price. 

Lyft Driver Compensation Plan 
While Lyft drivers have historically made slightly more than Uber drivers, their appreciation 
reward offerings could not compete. Lyft offered a much smaller driver appreciation pool 
(roughly 100 million) to it’s drivers when they went public and only two tiers for drivers to fall 
into: 

● Drivers who completed 10,000 - 20,000 rides received $1,000 
● Drivers who completed 20,000+ rides received $10,000 

Recipients are then given the option to take the cash money or put this bonus towards 
purchasing stock in Lyft at IPO price. 

Sounds nice.. But how much is that really? 
While receiving a check for $10,000 would make anyone's day, it raises a lot of skepticism 
around what this means for future driver compensation. If we do the math, the bonuses offered 
from both companies range from an additional $0.04 - $1 per ride depending on the tier the 
driver falls into. While receiving this as one lump sum is nice, is this actually fair compensation 
for the changes that are expected? 

Let’s dive in.  

Drivers lack employee status. 
While the term ‘employee’ seems to be something we toss around without much thought, Uber 
and Lyft drivers are technically not employees but instead independent contractors. The main 
difference between the two? Workers have less rights and ultimately no benefits.  

Companies are not obligated to offer contractors simple rights like minimum wage, overtime, 
workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, paid sick-leave or on the job expense 
coverage. Beyond these basic rights, you won’t be surprised to hear that neither company offers 
health insurance or other benefits. 

Drops in company profit…. 
Both Uber and Lyft stocks have dropped in value since they became publicly traded, and both 
companies went public to make up for a growing deficit in their profits. The two companies are 
continuously dropping their prices to compete with one another, ultimately bleeding funds as 
they do so and working to fix the business model.  

...Means you can forget raises. 
This fix comes at a cost to their drivers. While drivers have always been paid per mile and 
minute, the algorithms Uber and Lyft use to calculate pay are becoming increasingly difficult to 



understand. Combine this lack of transparency with both companies scrambling for change and 
looking to cut costs, and you won’t be surprised to find out that driver compensation has 
decreased. 

Are robots the future? 
Despite the fact that both of these rideshare companies were built on the backs of their drivers, 
both Lyft and Uber claim that changing their business model would result in devastation for the 
company profits. How can a company expect to retain their drivers while not making them a 
priority?  

This unanswered question raises a lot of eyebrows as the two companies continue to explore 
automation and self-driving cars. In fact, Wall Street is banking on autonomous vehicles turning 
the companies profitable, however experts say we’re still at least a decade away from this.  

No wonder drivers are on strike! 

In recent months, drivers all around the world have organized strikes in hopes of having their 
demands heard. While these demands typically differ by group, the main ones are livable 
incomes, job security, and regulated fares.  

These drivers hope that by powering down their apps during rush hour and rallying in front of 
local offices, they will send a message to both Uber and Lyft that needs to be heard: the drivers 
are your bread and butter and their needs should be important to you. 

So how can you make more money while this all plays out? 
Despite the aggravation that comes with this process, there are a couple simple ways to make 
more money without having to drive longer hours.  

Be strategic with your route 
By understanding where the need is and planning your day around that, you will likely charge 
higher rates due to high demand and ultimately result in higher paychecks. Use Gridwise to 
understand what events are going on that day and what time they let out, as well as expected 
volume of demand at airports as passengers arrive.  

Worried there will be too many drivers in the queue and it will be a waste of time? Fortunately, 
Gridwise offers insights into how many drivers are at a specific location, making decisions 
around where to go easier. Gridwise has helped rideshare drivers optimize their routes and earn 
39% more per hour by being more strategic with their driving.  

Add some easy money makers to your ride 
As the rideshare industry grows, brands are taking advantage of the space by incentivizing 
drivers to put their products in front of passengers. Beyond better ratings from riders, these 
companies will compensate drivers for simply having their products in the vehicle. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/03/29/even-with-ipo-billions-can-uber-lyft-survive-long-enough-replace-their-drivers-with-machines/?utm_term=.358ff03916c1
https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/07/tech/uber-driver-strike-ipo/index.html


Cargo is essentially a mini-vending machine for your car that allows passengers to purchase 
candy, snacks, protein bars, and more right from your center console. Boasting increased 
ratings, tips, and earnings for drivers, Cargo handles everything from refills to payment at no 
cost to the driver. 

Surf offers an in-car tablet that allows passengers to stream premium entertainment and 
engaging content during the ride. Drivers who complete at least 150 trips per month will receive 
the tablet at no cost and will make money every time a passenger uses Surf. 

Octopus provides a similar tablet experience to Surf, but instead offers passengers the 
opportunity to play games and win cash prizes while running short ads. Octopus boasts extra 
earnings of $100 per month by simply having the device in the vehicle. 

As Uber and Lyft struggle to turn a profit at the expense of their drivers, rideshare drivers do 
have options to increase their monthly earnings with Gridwise and other vendors to make up for 
the deficit.   

 Do you have other tips and tricks for earning extra money while driving? Share with us in the 
comments below! 

https://drivecargo.com
https://ridewithsurf.com
https://www.playoctopus.com/drivers/
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